
MARIANA 
 BARROS
SURFACE PATTERN DESIGN

EMAIL:
marianabarrosbdv@gmail.com

INSTAGRAM:
marianabarrosdesign

WEBSITE:
www.marianabarrosdesign.com

PHONE:
+55(031) 98121-4124

ACADEMIC BACKGROUND

Bachelor in Fashion Design
Fumec University - Belo Horizonte - MG / Brazil
Concluded in: 2012 

Digital textile pattern creation - Complementary Couse
ICS Innovation Creative School
São paulo - SP / Brazil
Concluded in: 04/2017Concluded in: 04/2017

Manual drawing techniques - Complementary Course
ICS Innovation Creative School
São paulo - SP / Brazil
Concluded in: 12/2018

SOFTWARES

Photoshop: Advanced
Illustrator: Advanced
Corel Draw: Advanced
MS Office: Intermediate
Internet: Proficient user

LANGUAGES

English: Fluent
Arabic: Basic
German: Basic (A1.2)

PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND

Job Position: Style Coordination assistant        Company: Riachuelo
From: 03/2016          Until: 07/2017
Acting in all the creation and development of the collection giving assistance to the fashion designer,
research for print briefing, monthly development of collection panels, allocation, and Visual Merchandi-
sing. Creation of monthly drawings and technical data sheets, with all product details (national and 
imported), in addition to contact with suppliers, working with knit, flat fabric and knitting.

Job Position: Freelance Pattern Designer        Company: Mariana Barros Design
Beginning: 06/2017                         
Work as freelance designer, producing patterns to sale and also developing patterns 
according to briefing specifications. All the designs are made both by hand drawings and softwares
like Photoshop and Illustrator.

Job Position: Freelance Pattern Designer        Company: Tahlullah - Fusion CPH (London)
Beginning: 09/2018                         
Work as freelance designer,  developing patterns according to briefing specifications. 
All the designs are made both by hand drawings and softwares like Photoshop and Illustrator.

Job Position: Freelance Pattern Designer        Company: G. Disegni (Italy)
Beginning: 09/2018                         
Work as freelance designer,  developing patterns according to briefing specifications. 
All the designs are made both by hand drawings and softwares like Photoshop and Illustrator.



Job Positions: Pattern Designer, Style and production Coordinator
Company: Chari Camisetas - (own brand)
From: 06/2010           Until: 06/2015 
Experience of 5 years in style and development of products, shapes and patterns, development of 
a stamping technique with German material, and the coordination of production team.
Creation of quarterly collections, trend research, preparation of datasheets, development of 
suppliers, follow-up of internal and third-party production, preparation of costs and prices to the suppliers, follow-up of internal and third-party production, preparation of costs and prices to the 
analysis of sales reports of own stores and wholesale sales for all of the country.
Development and production of prints for other brands.
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Job Position: Style and purchase assistant/Product development   Company: Patricia Bonaldi / Patbo
From: 09/2015         Until: 02/2016
Acting in the area of   product creation and development, definition of themes and creation of mood 
boards, follow-up of suppliers, elaboration of technical files, research of materials, elaboration and 
monitoring of virtual and printed presentations of the cycle of research, creation and production of 
the collection. Assistance in the area of   purchases, contacting suppliers for materials procurement.
Collaboration in the development of organizational and structural processes of production.Collaboration in the development of organizational and structural processes of production.


